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ART
Cover Spring Rites [pastels] • Gary Kelley
3 Softserve Electromagnetic Radiation [ink on paper] • Mary Wagner
16 Giant Garter Snake and Pipevine Swallowtail [graphite on paper]
   • Zoe Keller
28 Lala Girls [hand embroidery on fabric] • Jessica So Ren Tang
36 Purification [digital collage] • Mohammed F. M. S. Awwad
42 Sanctuary [acrylic, ink, paper] • Mary Wagner
52 Phase Shift [ink, color pencil, paper collage on paper] • Mary Wagner
62 Desert of Knowledge [digital collage] • Mohammed F. M. S. Awwad
68 Eastern Diamondback Rattlesnake [graphite on paper] • Zoe Keller
78 Modesty [hand embroidery on fabric and acrylic paint]
   • Jessica So Ren Tang
86 Serenity [ink on paper] • Mary Wagner
96 Chaos Myth [ink on paper] • Mary Wagner

FICTION
17 Where Bones Belong • Elizabeth Caswell
29 Three Days Discovered • Marc Dickinson
37 Don’t Let Them Fall • Ryan Kenedy
43 Before the N-Word • C. E. Poverman
63 A Twister on Stage 14 • Frannie Dove
69 Sleeping with the Dead • G. Lynn Johnson
87 White Bird • Risë Kevalshar Collins

NONFICTION
53 In the Ruins of the Third Reich • Patrick Hicks
79 The Mother-Infant Dyad • Jennifer Case
97 Nine Rules of the Icon Painter • N. D. Brown

POETRY
6 1977 Southside • J. K. Tsosie
7 Sneaking Onto the Reservoir Again • Robert Wood Lynn
7 How An Oxbow Lake, My Daughter • Elisabeth Preston-Hsu
8 The Fantastic Story of G and Her Tumor • Alejandro Escuté
9 The Baby Pig • Shanan Ballam
9 Afraid • Maria Nazos
10 Chalcopyrite • Michael J. Grabell
10 Grits (and Love and Happiness) • Greg Emilio
11 The Boys Who Came Back • Alice Templeton
11 Medusa to Psappho • Flower Conroy
12 Blood • Christian J. Collier
13 A Boat Wrote a Letter • Jonathan Andrew Pérez
13 Lost Sonata • Lynne E. Thompson
13 Cat in a Box • Robert Wood Lynn
14 Ohio Elegy • Roy Bentley
14 Prone • Julio Diaz
14 At the Ashokan Watershed • Madeleine Cravens
15 Equinox • Matt W. Miller
15 Lamentation of the Butterfly Envelopes • Amber Rose Crowtree
25 Remedy for Social Overexposure • Sandra Cisneros
25 Elegy for Dean Pierson • Jessica Poli
26 Bosch Recalls the Brabant Fire • Adam Tavel
26 A Fair Queen • Fred Johnson
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The NAR is housed on the ancestral lands of the Bäxóje or Bah Kho-Je (Iowa), ošaakiwíkwa: hín-a-ki (Sauk) and Meškwaši-wi:ás-h́ín-a (Fox), Očéčéthi Sáko:win (Sioux), Un’do:ho: (Omaha), and Hočąg: (Ho-Chunk), as well as those tribal nations who are contemporary caretakers of land in Iowa, including the Meskwaki: Sac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa.
Mary Wagner’s drawings are simple, fluid, curvilinear paths arcing around an absent center, like an interstellar object flirting about a gravity well. The lines warm and complicate through repetition. The slim edge of the pen takes on form and depth like cotton candy wisps or subatomic particles. Value and texture suggest dimension and movement. These things coax and combine into a sort of “non-subject” or subjective subject matter, inviting viewers to project themselves. They are exercises in minimal purity, expressions of chaos and order, complicated networks, psychedelic dreamscapes, pretty eye candy, and quasi-science-y mathiness. Wagner’s drawings are mediated by machines she herself makes, relatively simple machines more akin to the inclined plane or a lever-and-fulcrum than to the personal digital computer. The meshing teeth of gears guide her pen. Everything revolves around something. Wagner’s drawings emulate and replicate the mechanics of the universe. Wagner grew up in rural Wisconsin, and she comes from a family of makers: mechanics, woodworkers, sewers, crafters, architects, and other professional artists. She earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and has spent time as a graphic designer, marketing executive, and professional bookbinder. She lives and draws in downtown Chicago, in a modernist high-rise overlooking Lake Michigan.